


 
 

 

  

 

 
 
 

3-Day World Internet Conference 

in Wuzhen 
The 3-day World Internet Conference began on 
16 December 2015 in Wuzhen in east China's 
Zhejiang province. More than 2,000 participants 
from around the world, including President Xi 
Jinping and other foreign leaders, heads of 
international organizations, and Internet industry 
experts, attended the conference. 

President Xi delivered a keynote speech at the 
opening ceremony of the conference. Followed, 
the participants exchanged ideas on such topics 
as cyber security, Internet intellectual property 
rights and technological innovation. 

A spokesman for the cyberspace administration 
of China said the agency hoped that people from 
around the world can exchange ideas, strengthen 
cooperation, and lead in the future through the 
conference. 
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Supreme People’s Court Decides Manufacturing for Export 
does not Constitute Use of a Trademark in China 

Abstract: A recent Supreme People’s Court decision has 
supported the view that manufacturing products in China for 
export overseas does not constitute use of a trademark, and 
so cannot be considered infringement of a trademark 
registered in China. After years of uncertainty over the position of Chinese courts, 
government and customs authorities over the so-called “OEM” (Original Equipment 
Manufacturing) issue, the decision is strongly indicating a likely future trend. 

The decision was issued in a case involving the PRETUL trademark with a Chinese registration 
number 3071808. The trademark holder and the plaintiff in this case was Focker Security 
Products International Limited (hereafter referred to as Focker). The defendant was Yahuan 
Lock Co. Ltd (hereafter referred to as Yahuan) and there was another party involved named 
Truper Herramientas S. A. De C. V. (hereafter referred to as Truper) who was the holder of 
the PRETUL trademark in Mexico. Entrusted by Truper, Yahuan manufactured lock products 
labeled PRETUL in China for exporting to Mexico. As such, in this trademark infringement 
case, the court considered that Yahuan made the products and exported them all outside 
China, which would not mislead consumers to the products being labeled PRETUL provided 
by the PRETUL trademark holder in China, Focker, and no infringement would be 
established. 

The “OEM” issue has been considered as an uncertain matter for many years in China, no 
matter in administrative enforcement proceedings or judicial practice. According to the 
statistics from the China Customs, 1,342 shipments were seized by customs authorities in 
the year of 2009, among which 323 were about the “OEM” trademark issue. They were all 
made in China and for export only. However, some of them were considered as infringing 
products while others not. 

Before the “NIKE case” in 2002 (refer to a summary of the case at the end of the article), a 
majority of courts in China considered the “OEM” trademark issue did not constitute 
infringement. However, after the decision of the “NIKE case”, some courts changed to the 
other side. In 2010, the Office of Supreme People’s Court made the issue formally clear in an 
official document and affirmed it did not constitute infringement. Until this PRETUL case, the 
Supreme People’s Court made the decision following the previous document. The case was 
considered as a milestone in the “OEM” trademark issue and indicated a trend that 
manufacturing for export does not constitute trademark infringement against a registered 
trademark in China. 

Reference: 
In 2000, Jiaxing Yinxing Garments Ltd. (hereafter referred to as Yinxing) and Zhejiang Animal 
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Products Ltd. (hereafter referred to as Animal) were entrusted by Cidesport Company of 
Spain (hereafter referred to as Cidesport) to manufacture clothes with the trademark of 
"NIKE" in China for export to Spain, where Cidesport was the trademark holder of "NIKE". 
Nike International Ltd. (hereafter referred to as Nike) initiated an infringement lawsuit before 
the Shenzhen Intermediate Court based on its registered trademark right regarding "NIKE" in 
China. In December of 2002, the Court decided that the OEM manufacturers’ use of the “NIKE” 
trademark constituted trademark infringement and the three defendants (Yinxing, Animal 
and Cidesport) infringed Nike's trademark right in China. At last, the three defendants were 
ordered to cease infringement immediately and compensate Nike's losses for around USD 
50,000. 

The discipline inspection team leader of Provincial 
Bureau, the Ombudsman Xiaoyi YAN met with the guests. Jiaquan IP Law Firm was 
invited to attend the meeting. 

European patent application, intellectual property right protection, patent agency 
services and other issues were discussed during this meeting. Mr. DELUMEAU had a 
lecture concerning French IP litigation procedure.  

Both parties pledged to further strengthen communication and to explore IP-related 
collaboration. 

On January 18th 2016, the representatives of 
Cabinet Beau de Loménie, Mr. Francois 
DELUMEAU et al. visited the Guangdong Provincial 
Intellectual Property Office (hereinafter referred 
to as "Provincial Bureau"). 

The representatives of Cabinet Beau de Loménie, Mr. Francois 
DELUMEAU et al. visited the Guangdong IP Bureau 
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Jiaquan New Year Party 2016 

the number of trademark applications is increased by 12%. There is a significant growth of 70% 
for litigation cases, including the two comprehensive winning cases for Midea Group. Besides, 
remarkable development also reflected on sci-tech consultation.  

We believe that we will have brilliant performance in 2016. 
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On 22 January 2016, colleagues of Jiaquan IP Law Firm gathered together for the 2016 New 
Year party at Jiangmen Palace International Hotel. Our general manager Mr. Xinxue YU made 
an annual report, praising our outstanding performance in 2015 and wishing a prosperous 
development in 2016. 

Let’s review our impressive achievement in 2015. Compared to 2014, the number of first 
filing patent application is increased by 29%, with particular a 57% increase for national 
invention patent applications and a steady growth of 11% for overseas patent application; 



The Top 8 Important Cases of 2015 - PartⅠ 
Edited by Jiaquan IP Law Firm 

Case Summary  
Banyan Houseware Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is a manufacturer of household commodities. 
They received a summons from Fuzhou Intermediate People's Court, being accused of 
infringement on a patented teacup produced by a Guangdong enterprise. Banyan entrusted 
Jiaquan IP Law Firm to respond to the law suit. 

Result 
In the original disclosure, Claim 1 of the involved patent was deemed to be lack of novelty 
compared with a cited document in the examination stage. So the applicant amended the 
original Claim 1, clearly stating that the protected technique referred to the amended Claim 
1 as recorded in the granted version. By comparison, the technique adopted by the alleged 
infringing product has already been disclosed by the cited document and was not in the 
protection scope of the patent involved. Therefore, it did not constitute infringement. Our 
attorney provided the relevant evidence to defend in the court, and finally the plaintiff 
agreed to withdraw the lawsuit. 

Significance 
In patent infringement lawsuit, it is important to confirm the protection scope of the 
involved patent. We should analyze how the applicant responded to the office actions during 
examination to confirm the actual protection scope in order to prevent the applicant from 
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A Guangdong Company Accused Banyan 
Houseware Manufacturing Co., Ltd. for 
Patent Infringement



attempting to apply the doctrine of equivalents to enlarge the protection scope. 

Case Summary 
Zhongshan Taibao Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. is the holder of the utility model patent No. 
201120184716.3 with the title of Remote Controller of Infrared Sensing Aircraft. They 
received a Decision from the Patent Review Board (PRB), indicating that the above patent 
was fully invalidated for the reason of lack of novelty due to a conflict design patent. 
Zhongshan Taibao Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. entrusted Jiaquan IP Law Firm to bring an 
administrative suit against the PRB. 

Result 
According to the China Patent Law, only invention or utility model patent applications can be 
the conflicting application to evaluate the novelty of the pending invention or utility model 
applications. In this case, a design patent was misused to be the relevant reference. Based 
on the above, our attorney appealed to Beijing IP Court, and finally the PRB was judged to 
withdraw the invalidation decision.   

Significance 
The protection objects are different between utility model patent and design patent, so is 
the protection scope. Duplicate grants do not exist between a utility model patent and a 
design patent, and of course they are not conflicting applications. Based on either of which, 
a design patent cannot be served as conflicting application to invention or utility model 
patent applications. 

Case Summary 
Kaiping Luzhou Food Co., Ltd. (hereafter referred to as the plaintiff) is a private enterprise 
manufacturing healthy beverage. The plaintiff found an enterprise in Henan Province 
infringing their design patent and so brought an infringement suit. At the first trial, the 
alleged infringer made prior user rights defense and provided relevant evidence, e.g. the 
product, certificate of conformity and the packing cartons. Guangzhou Intermediate People's 
Court admitted the defense for the reason that the plaintiff could not prove the provided 
evidence was fabricated. The plaintiff refused to accept the judgment and put forward an 
appeal to Higher People's Court of Guangdong Province. 

Result 
Our attorney put forward ten obvious queries during the second trial and successfully 
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Kaiping Luzhou Food Co., Ltd. v. 
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proved that the evidences for prior user rights were fabricated. After the trial, the infringer 
finally signed an agreement and agreed to stop manufacturing and selling the infringing 
products, otherwise, they would be punished for 100,000 RMB (about USD 15,180).  

Significance 
This is a representative case of using prior user rights defense. When facing such kind of case, 
we should take the following into consideration: 1. To the patented product itself, only when 
the same products has been produced or has been well prepared for production before the 
patent application date can prior user right be established, but not including using, 
promising to sell, selling and importing the same products. 2. To claim prior user rights, the 
invention holder must prove that the invention comes from the inventor’s independent 
research and development, or the information of the invention is obtained legally. 

Case Summary 
One enterprise in Jiangmen (hereafter referred to as the plaintiff) who is mainly engaged in 
the manufacturing of tents is the owner of a utility model patent in relation to tent pole 
component. The plaintiff brought a suit against many other tent manufacturers in Heshan 
(hereafter referred to as the defendants), requiring them to stop manufacturing tents and 
compensate the loss. These defendants received a summons from Guangzhou IP Court and 
realized their products fell into the protection scope of the utility model patent, so they 
entrusted Jiaquan IP Law Firm to respond to the suit. 

Result 
Our attorney searched for prior arts in this field, and found the protecting technique in the 
involved utility model patent was public known technique, which did not meet the patent 
requirements of novelty and inventive step. Therefore, we filed an invalidation request with 
the Patent Review Board (the PRB) against the plaintiff’s utility model patent. After we got 
the official filing receipt of invalidation request, our attorney further required Guangzhou IP 
Court to suspend the legal proceeding. Finally the involved utility model patent was fully 
invalidated by the PRB after an oral hearing, and the plaintiff finally agreed to withdraw the 
suit. 

Significance 
When being accused, the involved enterprise should entrust an experienced patent attorney 
to handle the matter. The patent attorney would search and study the relevant references 
and find a solution according to the details of the case. If the involved product really falls 
into the patent’s protection scope, the first choice is to invalidate the patent. Such request 
shall be filed within 15 days upon receipt of the summons in order to suspend the court 
proceeding. 
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An Enterprise in Jiangmen Accused Many 
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To Cope with IP Customs Seizure Calmly and Promptly 

By Shuxian ZHEN of Jiaquan IP Law Firm 

Summary of Case 

One day in August 2015, our client Company A consulted us anxiously about their goods 
which were impounded by Customs for suspected infringement of intellectual property 
rights that are filed for record. The client’s goods were consolidated shipment. Therefore, 
when the Customs seized the whole container, the client may face with liquidated 
damages if the issue could not be solved in time. Under the circumstances, our client 
entrusted us to initiate a timely negotiation with the Customs. 

On receiving the consultation, our colleagues took prompt action to collect the related 
information and make an analysis of the situation. We believe our client’s products did 
not constitute infringement and the reasons are as follows:  
1. The suspected infringing packing paper is the packing filler of the products instead of
the packing; 
2. Our client’s products are different from the trademark owner’s products;
3. The suspected infringing filler is the production auxiliary materials, whose legitimate
source could be traced. 

According to the analysis, we consider the best and quickest way to fulfill custom 
clearance was to contact the trademark owner in order to avoid liquidation damages 
caused by shipment delay. Then we asked Suspension of Release by Customs Authorities 
to provide us with the contact information of the trademark owner. After we got in touch 
with the owner, we expressed our opinion upon the suspected products and forwarded 
relevant evidence of the sourcing auxiliary materials (including invoice and contract). After 
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having checked with the Customs, the owner finally issued a statement of 
non-infringement, so our client dispatched his products smoothly before the shipping 
date. 

Comments 

Our advice: both IP right owners and suspected infringers should pay attention to the time 
limit of the execution stage while dealing with customs protection of IP rights. Once the 
execution time is past, needless loss may incur.  

Legal Basis 

Regulations of the Peoples Republic of China on the Customs Protection of Intellectual 
Property Rights 

Article 70     Where customs discovers import or export goods that are suspected of 
infringing upon Intellectual Property Rights that are filed for record, it shall notify the 
owner of the Intellectual Property Rights immediately in writing. Where, within three 
working days of the date of delivery of the notification, the owner of the Intellectual 
Property Rights submits an application according to Article 13 hereof and provides a 
guarantee according to Article 14 hereof, customs shall impound the goods suspected of 
infringing upon rights, notify the owner of the Intellectual Property Rights in writing, and 
deliver a certificate of impoundment by customs to the consignee or consignor. Where the 
owner of the Intellectual Property Rights fails to submit an application or provide a 
guarantee within the time limit, customs may not impound the goods. 

Article 18   Where the consignee or consignor considers that his goods have not 
infringed upon the Intellectual Property Rights of the owner of Intellectual Property Rights, 
he shall submit a written explanation to customs and attach the relevant evidence. 

Article 20   If, after customs has discovered import or export goods suspected of 
infringing upon Intellectual Property Rights that are filed for record and has notified the 
owner of the Intellectual Property Rights, the owner of the Intellectual Property Rights 
requests customs to impound the goods suspected of infringing upon rights, customs shall, 
within 30 working days of the date of impoundment, investigate and confirm whether the 
impounded goods suspected of infringing upon rights have  infringed upon Intellectual 
Property Rights. If it cannot confirm an infringement, it shall notify the owner of the 
Intellectual Property Rights immediately in writing. 

Shuxian ZHEN | Legal Consultant  

 Ms. Shuxian ZHEN graduated from Law School of Sun Yat-sen University. She is a 
legal consultant as well as a national professional in Human Resources. 

She used to work at several listed companies as a legal manager and is well 
experienced in corporate legal consulting in fields of corporate law, labor law, 
contract law and corporate intellectual property management practices. 
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Jiaquan IP Law Firm 

Guangzhou | Shenzhen | Jiangmen | Zhongshan | Foshan | Shunde | Zhuhai 

Advice  Prosecution  Litigation 
Website:www.jiaquanip.com  Email: mail@jiaquanip.com 

We Protect Your Ideas! 
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